Lake Margaret
Water System Status Summary
LMCPC Annual Meeting
8-June-2019

Water System Highlights
Since the last annual meeting, several significant things have
taken place:
• The new soda ash pH adjustment system has been running
for just about 12 months, and the pH has been running
reliably basic, over 7.8, for almost a year.
• Expect to exit the lead water treatment TTV in June.
• The new ozone generators were installed and integrated
into our treatment plant, along with other water system
updates.
• LMCPC obtained loans from residents to allow the tank
acquisition to begin in late fall 2018.
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Water TTV
• The low pH in Q3 2016 is the cause for our current water
Treatment Technique Violation (TTV) for Lead from the
Washington DOH.
– A TTV requires the water system to work with an engineer to
determine the cause, and design & implement treatment system
modifications.

• The pH delivered to the residents has been consistently above
7.8 since June 2018, after the installation of the soda ash
system. This has allowed the copper & lead plumbing in the
homes to “passivate”, and develop a protective layer.
• Official lead & copper testing of Lake Margaret homes is
currently underway, will be completed by the end of June, and
we expect to exit from the TTV right afterward.
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Water System Updates
SIGNFICANT NEWS:
• Both ozone generators (built in 1997) have been replaced.
• In December, the “backup” water treatment train actually
filtered water for the first time since the early 2000’s.
• The precision automatic pH meter/logger was installed
and is running.
• The upgraded water turbidity meter/logger was
reinstalled.
• This work uncovered several previously unknown issues,
which are in the process of being completed.
• A concept to allow for a backwashing of the roughing
filters was implemented, and will be tested in the coming
months.
• Progress on the replacement water tank is being made.
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Backup Water Treatment Train is operational
again! (after 16 years of dormancy)
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Backup Water Treatment Train is operational
again! (after 16 years of dormancy)
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Upgraded Turbidity Meter and
integrated pH Meter/Logger setup

• Turbidity, pH, and water
temperature are precisely
measured and logged electronically
every 30 seconds.
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Water Storage Tank Status

• Existing Water
Storage Tank
replacement is
underway.
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Water Storage Tank Status
• LMCPC Board considered tank roof replacement, existing tank
rehabilitation, and replacement tank options from 6 vendors.
• This roof repair was quoted at $48,000, for a warranty of 5 years.
• New water tank quotes, including added capacity (>130,000 gallon)
for fire flow situations, ranged from $99K up to $148K, with some
variables. Engineering services add about $34K for a new tank.
• As our available funds will not support such a large purchase
immediately, we took resident feedback from last year’s annual
meeting, and identified 6 residents who have loaned LMCPC the
necessary funds.
• To fund the replacement tank, LMCPC board has implemented an
additional fee of a $31.38 per month to cover capital improvements
over the next 3 years. This capital improvements fee will be reevaluated after the tank replacement to more accurately reflect the
overall system component wear and replacement in the longer term.

LMCPC Tank Options

vs.

• For our needs, there are two cost-effective replacement water
tank options: concrete and corrugated galvanized steel.
• Vendors are:
– Mt. Baker Silo for the concrete storage tank
– National Storage Tank for the corrugated galvanized steel tank

• Both have advantages & disadvantages.
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Tank Comparison, Top-Level
Criteria

Concrete

Steel

$ 122,600

$ 102,000

132,500

137,500

32’ dia x 25’ tall

34’ dia x 24’ tall

10 year

10 year on structure
20 year on PP liner

60-75 year

50+ years
20-30 years PP liner

Quoted Tank Cost, Installed
Tank Volume (gallons)

Tank Dimensions
Warranty
Life Expectancy
(from manufacturer)
Maintenance

Maintenance Costs

-Typically none
-Currently
investigating ext.
coatings.
--

-Every 5-7 years, drain & pressure wash
liner (2 days).
-At PP liner EOL, draining & replacement of
liner (2-3 days)
-Drain & Pressure wash $4K (est, each),
~$28-32K over life.
-Replacement of PP liner twice $36K, OR
add SprayRoc liner at $30K (NWS rec).

• Concrete tank option chosen for minimal maintenance, lower overall
costs, and our engineer’s recommendation.
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Details of Tank & Property Line
• In area of
interest,
fenceline is
far from
property line.
• For a 40’ tall
structure, it
must be 30’
minimum
from a
property line
(King Co.).
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Survey of LMCPC Treatment
Plant Lot
•

•
•

In November 2018, North
Peak Associates
Surveying was contracted
to perform a site survey
of the LMCPC Treatment
Plant.
A portion of the drawings
provided is shown here.
Results show the new
tank and the 30’ offset
lines from the official
property lines (gold)
shown in red. Plenty of
room.
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Engineering Site Plan

• Lot Survey completed – it all
fits like we hoped.
• Geological Tech survey is
complete.
• Tank design completed in
late May.
• Commercial Building Permit
in process.

Moving Forward
1. Replacement water storage tank is in process, and we are hoping for
groundbreaking over the summer. We are running about 2.5 months
later than expected. Build time is estimated at 5 weeks from Baker
Silo, and we are in their plans.
2. Additionally, we are hoping to do the treatment plant roof, in a way
that it does not interfere with the water tank construction. Estimates
have been obtained, and looking at possibly early Fall.
3. Implementation of a different type of manganese removal, which will
likely function much like a pool filter. Increased manganese levels have
had a significant performance impact on our plant. This will reduce
the manual labor required to clean & maintain the roughing filters.
Plan to include this in coming budgetary estimates for next fiscal year.

Camera Security System
• On March 26th, a man in a dark
red pickup truck was looking for
the Lake Margaret water tower,
saying that he was to do some
work, as reported by a resident of
FB. This was not a man hired by
us, or our contractors, and raises
a security concern.
• Due to this potential close call,
the LMCPC board will be installing
an HD security camera system
with a DVR and internet access.
• This picture shows the initial plan
to install cameras (with FOV) with
IR for night vision. Work pending
for August/September.
Blue=interior
• Note the board has obtained
donated DVRs.

New
Tank
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Resident Septics
• In a general sense, it is the responsibility of all homeowners to
keep an eye on and properly maintain their septic systems.
• Living at Lake Margaret, it is VITAL for all residents to be
extremely vigilant.
• An issue was brought to the attention of the LMCPC board
regarding a septic on a particular property on the lake side, where
it is bubbling up out of the ground.
– This obviously creates a stench, and an unpleasant situation.
– In our case, it can have serious detrimental impact to our drinking water.

• On 23-May, I contacted David Christensen of the King Co. Health
Department, and he will be making an inspection next week.
– Bottom line: maintain your septic systems!

Questions & Answers

Backup Slides

Proposed Tank Location
-Lake Margaret
Replacement
Water Storage
Tank, preferred
location.

-Will allow old
tank to be
utilized while
new tank is
built.

Water Storage Tank Roof

Existing Water Storage Tank Roof is rapidly
deteriorating.

Tank Summary
• Cost for the concrete tank are $122K to build.
No maintenance costs are foreseen.
• Cost for the steel tank are $102K, as quoted.
– NWS would recommend a SprayRoq spray-on liner
option which would add $30K.
– If we keep the tank for 50 years, there will be at
least 7 cleanings, or $28K total.
– If we don’t go spray-on, we have to change the
liner twice, cost will be $36K total.
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Backup Water Treatment Train is
operational again! (after 16 years)

New Soda Ash pH Adjustment System
• The new soda ash pH adjustment
system has been installed and is
functioning now.
• The pH is now running consistently
over 7.9, with our target to get to
8.2.
• Such a high pH (non-acidic) allows
the pipes to continue to passivate,
and in fact accelerates the process.
• Aiming for official testing to get us
out of the current Washington
State TTV by the Fall 2018.

2017 Expenditures Status
20180609 Board Meeting

2017 LMCPC Water Treatment Plant Upgrades & Enhancements
Additional expenditures summary
Upcoming Engineering to solve Washington DOH TTV issues with pH (lead and copper)
Item
Description
QTY
Unit cost
1 Post-treatment pH adjustment with soda ash
1
$2,500
2 Control loop hardware for automatic constant pH monitoring
1
$1,500
3 Manganese removal system (replaces roughing filters)
1
$5,000
4 Small Water System Engineering Plan
1
$4,000
5 Engineering costs to NWS
1
$13,000
TOTAL:
Costs required to bring the second treatment path online
Item
Description
QTY
Unit cost
1 CRN5 booster pump
1
$2,120
2 CRN4 booster pump rebuild
1
$516
3 UV System Quartz tubes (pricing based on buying 8 tubes)
8
$168
4 UV System Lamps
8
$162
5 Replacement Ozone Generator from Clearwater
1
$10,000
6 Licensed electrician labor to install new Ozone Generator
5
$120
7 Labor hours to fix piping and prime/prep system (Carl & Paul)
20
$32
TOTAL:
Upcoming Plant improvements
Item
Description
QTY
Unit cost
1 Exhaust Fan Replacement (with labor)
1
$550
2 Replacement Ozone Generator from Clearwater
1
$10,000
3 Licensed electrician labor to install new Ozone Generator
5
$120
4 Labor & support hours (Carl & Paul)
8
$32
TOTAL:
KEY: Plan to do in next fiscal year 2018-19
$5K
Done
$28K GRAND TOTAL:
Plans are TBD, due to grant funding issues
$22K
ADDITIONS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR 2018-19:
1 Temp Storage Tank roof
2 Treatment plant roof replacement

1
1

Total cost
$2,500
$1,500
$5,000
$4,000
$13,000
$26,000

Source
NWS estimate, installed
NWS estimate, installed
NWS estimate, installed
NWS estimate
NWS estimate

Total cost
$2,120
$516
$1,344
$1,296
$10,000
$600
$640
$16,516

Source
PumpTec quotation
PumpTec quotation
Ideal Horizons quotation
Ideal Horizons quotation
Clearwater quotation
Carl estimate
Carl estimate

Total cost
$550
$10,000
$600
$256
$11,406

Source
Bad belt - actual cost $36.00
Clearwater quotation
Carl estimate
Carl estimate

$53,922

$48,000 Exploring other options
$18,000 Bids received, metal roof replacement

Backup Slides
From 2017 Annual Meeting

LMCPC Water Treatment Facility

Water Treatment Plant

Booster Pump House

Water Storage Tank

Treatment Plant Block Diagram
Water pumped
from Lake Margaret

Current Calcite
Contact Chambers
for pH adjustment

Ozone Generators

Raw Water
Tank (outside)

Finished
Water Vault
Roughing Filters
Unused Path

Ozone
Contact Tanks
UV Tubes
(Ozone Removal)

Sand Filtration
Chambers (3)
Sanitized Water to
Storage Tank
for distribution

Inside the Treatment Plant
Roughing filters (2 separate paths)

Last chamber is the calcite contact
chamber, for pH adjustment

Ozone generators (2, rectangular) and contact
chambers (2, cylindrical), with the UV ozone
destruct units (2, small rectangular boxes in
front of contact chambers).

Calcite Contact Chamber
Currently, the 20” thick layer of
limestone in the 3rd chamber of
the roughing filters is worn out
Identified a source for
replacement; logistics in-process.
Kudos to Dex Burlingame for
engineering a pH treatment
system that needed no
maintenance or additional
materials for 16+ years

DOH Advice for Residents
1. Should you have copper piping and/or lead solder in your home
(built pre-1987), or just have a concern or aren’t sure, simply
running the water until the temperature changes (about 30-45
seconds) brings the lead and copper levels down to near ND.

2. After exposure of pipes to acidic (low pH) water, there is a period
of “passivation” that occurs, lasting some 3-6 months, where the
copper and lead solder re-develop a protective coating. During
passivation, some leaching of copper and lead can occur.
3. The DOH classifies pH as a secondary water quality measure.
Drinking acidic water in the ranges where our water has tested
has been shown to have no ill effect on your health (your
stomach fluid pH is 100-1000 times more acidic).

